
  

LOGIC Predict indicates there are approximately 166 healthcare organizations that are likely to 
buy, resulting in slightly more than 3% increase in adoption during 2018. There are 60 vendors in 
the Asset Tracking/Management space and the top six vendors comprise over 73% of the market. 
About 39% of vendors have their solutions installed at less than 10 US hospitals. Oracle and Infor 
Healthcare are the dominant vendors, with almost 50% combined market share.

LOGIC Predict indicates there are approximately 167 healthcare organizations that are likely to 
buy, resulting in slightly more than 3% increase in adoption during 2018. There are 24 vendors 
with a Patient Acuity solution installed at one or more US hospitals spanning 46 products. The 
top seven vendors currently capture over 77% of the market. There are 150 US hospitals (6.24%) 
reporting that they have self-developed Patient Acuity solutions.
  

LOGIC Predict indicates approximately 188 healthcare organizations that are likely to buy, 
resulting in slightly more than 3.4% increase in adoption during 2018. There are 13 Transfusion 
Management vendors installed at one or more US hospitals. Of these vendors, 61.5% have 
installations of multiple Transfusion Management products. As adoption continues to grow,  
we expect to see more vendors entering this space to get a piece of the pie.

Where do we go from here?
Predictive analytics is already paying dividends in the healthcare tech market for those 
who have the foresight to invest the time, energy and capital to get in early and expose 
the intelligence. As HIMSS18 approaches HIMSS Analytics is poised and in position to 
proactively bring market intelligence through predictive modeling. We encourage you to 
visit our blog for predictive health IT insights, and stop by booth #1338 at the conference 
to see what we are currently uncovering.

Blain Newton, Executive Vice President, 
HIMSS Analytics 
blain.newton@himssanalytics.org
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Why is predictive analytics one of the most buzz-worthy topics of the last year? 
Because it works. In the last six months, HIMSS Analytics focused on healthcare technology 
and services space building our own predictive modeling engine called LOGIC™ Predict. 
Most recently we have predicted the top ten technologies our models indicate will have the 
largest first-time purchase growth in 2018. Below are the top three findings from that report:

#1   Asset Tracking/Management

#2   Patient Acuity

#3   Transfusion Management
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With health care sector investment continuing a three-year 
boom and investors bullish on the sector, HIMSS18 will once 
again feature a day long investor forum, on March 7, 2018 
http://www.himssconference.org/education/specialty-programs/
venture-connect.

HIMSS investor and entrepreneur programming, now in its 
13th year, will be produced by recent HIMSS acquisition, 
Health 2.0.  Health 2.0 has a strong history of producing health 
information technology investment events and should thrive 
on the HIMSS platform. Now labeled VentureConnect, the 
program will convene active investors in health information 
technology to discuss the latest market trends and offer a 
platform for emerging health information technology businesses, 
as well as an investor breakfast and evening networking event. 
VentureConnect will also feature success stories from prior 
HIMSS and Health 2.0 venture program participants that have 
raised capital and achieved substantial growth.
 

In 2017 saw an increase in innovative combinations, such as 
the CVS acquisition of Aetna for $69 billion and the Concentra-
U.S. Healthworks deal. These transactions demonstrate an 
eagerness for companies to leverage their assets and acquire 
missing assets to capture greater market share. Traditional 
hospital systems and providers have engaged in strategic 
deals to expand geographic footprint or to integrate vertically.  
For example, Thomas Jefferson University has acquired and 

HEALTH IT INVESTMENT PROGRAM AT HIMSS18
By Howard Burde

Each year KLAS amplifies the voices 
of thousands of healthcare providers 
to recognize top companies improving 
healthcare. As KLAS recently published 
our annual Best in KLAS report, these 
firms have been recognized and 
awarded by the votes of healthcare 
organizations around the world. 

For the eighth year, Epic was named 
by providers as having the top ranked 
HCIT software suite for 2018. In 
addition to Epic, Meditech and Cerner 
were second and third runners up 
in this category. athenahealth was 
recognized as the winner in the 
Community Hospital EMR category. 
Health Optum Healthcare It was named 
the top healthcare IT consulting firm. 
And, ECG Management Consulting was 
awarded the top honor for management 
consultants. Enli’s CareManager 
platform was awarded Best in KLAS  
for population health.

Athena, Cerner and Merge Healthcare 
were all recognized for winning 
multiple Best in KLAS product awards. 

Strong training and support led Optum 
Healthcare’s population health system 
to be recognized as the most improved 
HCIT software product over the last 
year. NextGen saw a 10% increase in 
provider scores for their physician office 
EHR and were recognized as the most 
improved physician practice solution for 
more than 75 doctors. 

Having recently returned from J.P. 
Morgan’s Healthcare conference, 

multiple investors and investment 
bankers suggested how they often 
look for companies with high rankings 
in each year’s Best in KLAS report to 
help grow.  More importantly providers 
continue to rely on KLAS to be a source 
of transparency and unbiased insights 
into how well HCIT companies, provider 
partners, help them deliver meaningful 
outcomes and success. 

Please come by the KLAS booth 
(#5150) at HIMSS and say hi or 
introduce yourself. If you have any 
questions about HCIT companies, 
market trends or due diligence, I am 
happy to help. If you would like an 
executive summary copy of our 2018 
Best in KLAS report, please email me 
at ben.brown@KLASresearch.com. 

Ben Brown, 
Vice President, 
KLAS Research 
ben.brown@klasresearch.com

INVESTOR FORUM

HIMSS18 will once again feature a day long 
investor forum, on March 7, 2018 

BEST IN KLAS 
By Ben Brown

®
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All of us have heard this statement 
before. Usually it is stated “No Man Is 
an Island”. In this complex Healthcare 
technology and service marketplace 
relationships and developing a “Total 
Solution Approach” is an essential 
ingredient for long term success and 
increased value creation for your 
company. The more a company can 
create a total “turn key solution” to 
solve a customer’s problem, the more 
value that organizations brings to the 
marketplace. Some of the best solutions 
are provided by multiple companies!

Each company works diligently to create 
unique “value add” total solutions for the 
marketplace. As trends and technology 
changes, so do the solutions and 
ingredients for that solution. However, 
most organizations usually do not 

possess all of the critical ingredients to 
have a total end to end turn key solution. 
So, what do they do? They go on the 
hunt to discover what ingredients they 
are missing and then where can they go 
to find them. 

Once the solution is defined and all of the 
ingredients are discovered, it is a build 
versus partner decision. If it is mission 
critical and core to the solution, then build 
it if it is affordable. If timing is an issue 
and competition is a factor then stick to 
your knitting and partner. 
 
How do you partner? With whom? At 
what price? All of these questions need 
to be answered to create and efficient 
implementable total solution. Partnerships 
and working closely with other companies 
is difficult at best! We would all like to 

own all of the ingredients 
to create our own unique 
solutions without any outside 
involvement or help. This 
usually is not feasible.

How can HIMSS help with 
creating a “partnering” 
environment? We have heard 
many people say HIMSS is 
really a “vendor” conference. 
This annual conference is 
one place one can go to find 
virtually all of the Healthcare 
vendors that provide various 

and sundry ingredients for your total 
solution. There are multiple dimensions 
to a successful partnership. The graphic 
below identifies the five major critical 
areas you should thoroughly investigate 
and be comfortable with for any 
successful partnership.
 

Each of these areas adds to the other. 
Each must reviewed, and determined if 
that partnered organization is Sympatico 
with your own organization. HIMSS 
is a time to explore or make these 
arrangements!

“NO MAN/PERSON/COMPANY IS AN ISLAND” 
HIMSS - NETWORKING IS ONE OF THE KEYS 
By Scott Holbrook and Terry Pitts
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partnered with community hospitals and providers. UNC Health 
entered a strategic relationship with Carolinas health system to 
offer services at more patient convenient locations. Ascension 
Health acquired Presence Health to expand in the Chicago 
region. The common thread is that these deals all seek to 
improve efficiency, quality and convenience of care.
  
The current investment environment indicates substantial 
opportunity for emerging businesses and investors.  Regulatory 
reduction, the three new FDA guidance documents (Software 
as a Medical Device: Clinical Evaluation; Clinical & Patient 
Decision Support Software; and Changes to Existing Medical 
Software Policies under the 21st Century Cures Act) and new tax 
laws have created additional incentive for strategic acquisitions 
and private investment. Moreover, newer technologies and 

application of technologies like blockchain and artificial 
intelligence are attracting substantial investor interest. Finally, 
growing popularity of convenient care and employer and union 
based on-site and near site clinics creates markets for new types 
of population analytics and individual wellness technologies.

 

Scott Holbrook, 
Principal, 
Mountain Summit Advisors 
sholbrook@mtnsummitadv.com

Terry Pitts, 
Principal, 
Mountain Summit Advisors 
tpitts@mtnsummitadv.com

I will have meeting space in the 
INVESTOR ROOM (TITIAN 2206) AT HIMSS ’18.  
Please contact me to schedule  
a time to meet.

Howard Burde, Principal, 
Howard Burde Health Law 
howard@burdelaw.com

How do you partner? With 
whom? At what price? All 
of these questions need to 
be answered to create an 
efficient and implementable 
total solution.
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  HIMSS18 
Monday March 5 and Tuesday March 6
Howard Burde Investor Lounge,  
Venetian Convention Center, Titian 2206

HIMSS Analytics Reception

HIMSS Analytics Presentation #1 

HIMSS Analytics Presentation #2

HIMSS Analytics Booth #1338

KLAS Booth #5150

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Simmi, Often in the daily challenge of running a business, 
it’s easy to forget the people. What can entrepreneurs 
and investors be thinking about to maximize the people 
aspect? Talented leaders and teams are fuel in the engine of 
every business. Absent “talent fuel”, the engine can’t run in a 
way that its designers intended. It is important to remember 
that behind every dreamer, founder, employee or engineer 
is a human who is the sum total of all that has come before 
he or she arrived at your door. Overinvest in figuring out how 
each of these humans is wired. The secret sauce is always in 
understanding what lies in their hearts and souls, not just what 
is on their resumes.   
 
What are some top traits to look for? Experience is what you 
have done, but essential traits are core to who you are. Are 
you curious, do you love to learn? Are you self-aware and able 
to be introspective about your impact on others? Do you bring 
oxygen into a room? Are you personally secure? The wrong 
individual or team dynamic creates a coefficient of drag that a 
start-up cannot afford. Some people in life think they have all 
the answers, and others ask the right questions. I find the latter 
phenotype much more interesting.  

What are the top things investors should consider? There 
is no one checklist, because every situation is so bespoke.  
That said, one of the most important due diligence checkpoints 
is ensuring that there is a great fit between the team, the 

strategy and the investors. Fit is so important. Also expertise, 
knowledge, technology, patents - these are all essential and 
worthy assets, but so are leaders who are passionate, decisive, 
self-aware, tenacious and focused.

What should startup leaders keep in mind at all costs?
1. Don’t give away titles you can’t take back – let people  
 know that growth means we sometimes give our jobs away  
 to others if they are more suited to the challenge at hand. 

2.  Don’t expect behavior from others that you can’t be   
 bothered to exhibit yourself. Culture is real; it is built on   
 how you behave, not just what you say. 

3.  Do not create a superclass of “bros” or royals who are   
 exempt from the rules you are setting up for everyone else.   

4.  Remember you hire people for what they have done,   
 but fire them for who they are. So be fanatical about fit,  
 with everyone that you hire.  

5.  Don’t over hire, and remember it is expensive to undo   
 poor hiring decisions. Doing the wrong thing faster  
 is much worse than taking the time to do the  
 right thing more slowly.
 
Lisa Spellman, Founder, Rapid Creek Group LLC
lisa.spellman@rapidcreekgroup.com

Dr. Indu Subaiya
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           THE LAST WORD
Featuring profiles of entrepreneurs and leading innovators

Ms. Simmi Singh

Interview with Ms. Simmi Singh, a partner with Egon Zehnder

For personal appointments at HIMSS with the 
contributors of HIT · IQ, contact:  

Howard Burde, Howard Burde Health Law  215-292-1246 

Ben Brown, KLAS  801-226-6120 

Scott Holbrook, MSA  801-376-8713 

Terry Pitts, MSA  801-376-2739 

Blain Newton, HIMSS Analytics  802-310-6548

     Save the Date
    Monday & Tuesday, May 7-8, 2018
    BrandHT 2018: Nashville, TN
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